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Contents

Thank you!

For Digital Group this week Martin says:-

Many, many thanks to all the volunteers for
On Thursday I will be developing members' their assistance yesterday at the Worcester
images in Lightroom, so please bring one Show. Our objective was to reach out to
or two of yours for me to work on.

prospective members and I’m glad to say

that we have the contact details of 32
I will also be illustrating how to clean your people who visited our stand.
camera sensor - especially for all of those
members who have dust spots on their And a huge thank you to the best tech team
images (like me).
- Alan, Harry and Paul Minshull - for their
time and unwavering enthusiasm to setup
We will have time to share some images, so the stand and to take it down at the end of
do bring a selection of your recent images the day.
for the second part of the evening.
I hope you enjoyed the show and our
presence at it. I am sure that you all have
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ideas on how we can improve the look of
the stand and how to better interact with
prospects. You are more than welcome to
send ideas to me as we have already
booked space at the 2019 show!
Eric

Congratulations!

Image: Martin Addison FRPS

I have had the privilege of judging the Photographic Section of Worcester City Council's

Digital Photography
Group
We meet on Thursday 16th August 7.30
pm

at

the

Royal

British

Legion,

Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL.

£1.50

without:

Section Winner this year is a keen supporter
of the Show - our very own Eric Williams.
Eric entered six of the ten classes and came
first in four of them.
My photograph shows Eric with The St

All members are welcome. £2 including
refreshments,

Worcester Show for the past ten years. The

bar

Wulstan's G.A. Palmer Trophy awarded by
Worcester's Mayor Cllr Jabba Riaz.

available.

John Burrows
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Worcester Show
The rather damp day didn't deter visitors to the Craft Marquee where WCC displayed a wide range of photography through numerous
prints for people to enjoy. The many different styles, subjects and approaches stimulated interest and discussions between visitors and
club members staffing the stand. From a Club perspective this was a most successful event, with some 32 people expressing an interest
to come along one evening and 'try us for free'. The success of the day wouldn't have been possible without a lot of work behind the
scenes in the run-up to the show and members willing to help out at the stand where they were proactive in engaging people in lively
conversations about photography, expressing what WCC can offer.
(You can also see the redesigned poster for the club on the stand, printed courtesy of PermaJet.)

Image (right) by Tessa Mills FRPS,
Report and other images on this page by
Clive Haynes FRPS
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Tessa’s view
Images from Worcester Show on a rainy day! Fortunately this meant that folk came inside the marquee and we had lively interest in the
WCC display. I stayed inside and took these through the delightful plastic windows. Tessa Mills FRPS
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Judy Knights LRPS DPAGB
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Valencia
Another small selection of James Woodend’s images from the City of Arts & Science, Valencia.

Road bridge
Modernism

Into the light
Arcade
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Dates for the diary
11-27

August

“Respectful non-commercial photography” is

25 August Avoncroft - Sounds Amazing -

allowed.

Festival of Music & Lights. Tickets here.

Stands Tall trail , climb

20-26 August Brown Hairstreak Week.

26-27 August Shrewsbury Steam Rally

the Cathedral Tower,

One for the butterfly hunters!

25-27 August Worcs Open Studios

Worcester Festival
Follow the Worcester

take

a

Battle

of

Includes a former member in Worcester

Worcester City Walk

Out of the blue - photographs by Kate

and much more…

Maxwell,

winner

of

Ludlow

Seven

Competition, 2017. Open Saturday 18
17-19

August

Gilded Gerty!

Pershore Jazz Festival

and this Droitwich-based photographer.
25-27 August Pershore Plum Festival.

August to Saturday 29 September, WedSat, 10-5. "Meet the Artist". Kate will be in

To 9 Sept Dippy on tour.

the gallery on Saturday/Sunday, 18/19
18-19 August Full Steam Ahead, Blists Hill

August, 10-5. Visit to meet her and to

If you’re off on hols in the Dorset area how

support local photographers. Photospace

about visiting 500 at 50 at the Great

Wed-Sun to 19 August Real Bodies.

Ludlow

Dorset Steam Fair.

Caution, read the description carefully.

WCC Phototrip
Reflections & Patterns at Diglis Basin. An Evening Photo Saunter Wednesday, 22nd August 7.00pm
An evening saunter around the basin, canal-side, narrow-boats, moorings and general paraphernalia of 'boating' will offer many subjects
for detailed and observational photography with creative opportunities. There's even a waterside inn, The Anchor where we can chat
over a drink.
Parking: I suggest along Diglis Road near the basin / marina area.
Meet-up point at the Basin entrance to the (south) side of the Anchor Inn, Diglis Road. Camera &
Equipment. Almost anything will suffice. It could be a good idea to have something to kneel on.
For those really low-angle shots, a plastic sheet to lie down on would be useful. A tripod would
be essential for time-exposures (plus a suitable ND filter) and useful for 'tri-colour' work.
To sign up, as usual, please see the Ad hoc events in the Members’ area on the website. Clive
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Competitions &
exhibitions

Distinctions

The August MCPF newsletter (page 14)
confirms

TPA Urban Vista - win a scanner.

explore’. Closes 2 September Feature on
the 2019 Handbook or membership card!
Action

Oak

-

article

of

the

Awards

for

Photographic Merit Workshop to be held at

National Trust competition ‘Our space to

IGPOTY

details

and

competition site.

Smethwick on 3/4 November and the
Adjudication in the MCPF area in April
2020.

You will see that places are

limited. You can book online here.
These workshops are considered to be
essential preparation for PAGB Distinctions

BHI A Moment in Time - closes 28 October.
BPE
Dingwall 2018 Deadline 30 September.

and could make the difference between
success and a near miss. Advice is given by
those who really know. The adjudicators
themselves.
If you have any queries let me know.
John Burrows DPAGB

24th Shrewsbury Open 2018. Closes 29
September. Online entry here.

Miscellany
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Flutter by…
Have you been busy snapping butterflies?
Log your sightings (up to Aug 31) here.
A useful free "what to look for when" guide
here and a place to log some of your
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